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Dear chair and distinguished delegates, I would like to introduce the SCOSTEP and its PRESTO program for predictability of the variable solar-terrestrial coupling 



OUTREACH

A thematic organization of the International 
Science Council (ISC) and a permanent observer 
at UNCOPUOS. 

Runs long-term (4-5 years) international 
interdisciplinary scientific programs of 
solar terrestrial physics since 1966

Interacts with national and international 
programs involving solar terrestrial 
physics elements

Engages in Capacity Building  activities 
such as the Space Science Schools with 
UNOOSA/ISWI. 

Disseminates new knowledge on the Sun-Earth 
System and how the Sun affects life and society 
as outreach activities

SCOSTEP
Scientific Committee on 
Solar-Terrestrial Physics
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SCOSTEP, Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics, is one of the Thematic Organizations of the International Science Council (ISC) and is a permanent observer at UNCOPUOS.  SCOSTEP runs long-term (4-5 years) international interdisciplinary scientific programs of solar terrestrial physics since 1966. SCOSTEP interacts with national and international programs involving solar terrestrial physics elements.  SCOSTEP engages in Capacity Building activities such as the annual Space Science Schools with ISWI.  SCOSTEP also disseminates new knowledge on the Sun-Earth System and how the Sun affects life and society as outreach activities. 
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This is the current member countries and regions of SCOSTEP.  We have 31 members.  Scientists from non-members also join SCOSTEP scientific activities including program, capacity building, and outreach.  



NASA schematic images
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This is a schematic movie showing the sun-earth relationship.  The sun emits both optical emissions and plasma particles, the latter called as solar wind, which sometimes causes big eruption.  The solar wind plasma hits the earth.  The earth is protected by the magnetic field.  The magnetic field forms the magnetosphere, and tail-like shape in anti-sunward direction.  When the tail is teared off, high energy plasma is injected to the earth’s atmosphere, causing aurora and affect the earth’s atmospheric environment.  



1976-1979: IMS (International Magnetosphere Study)
1979-1981: SMY (Solar Maximum Year)
1982-1985: MAP (Middle Atmosphere Program) 
1990-1997: STEP (Solar-Terrestrial Energy Program)
1998-2002: Post-STEP（S-RAMP, PSMOS, EPIC, and ISCS)  
2004-2008: CAWSES (Climate and Weather of the Sun-Earth System）
2009-2013: CAWSES-II (Climate and Weather of the Sun-Earth System-II）
2014-2018: VarSITI (Variability of the Sun and Its Terrestrial Impact)
2020-2024: PRESTO (Predictability of the variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling)

International interdisciplinary programs 
in solar-terrestrial physics operated by SCOSTEP
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To understand these various solar-terrestrial coupling and its consequences on human activities in space and on climate change, SCOSTEP has operated these 4-5 year programs since 1976.  Recent programs are CAWSES-Climate and Weather of the Sun-Earth System, I, -II, and VarSITI. Variability of the Sun and Its Terrestrial Impact.  Here, I would like to briefly introduce this new program PRESTO, Predictability of the variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling.  



SCOSTEP’s international program in 2020-2024
PRESTO: Predictability of the 

variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling 

Pillar 1: Sun, interplanetary space and geospace

Pillar 2: Space weather and the Earth’s 
atmosphere

Pillar 3: Solar activity and its influence 
on the climate of the Earth System 

For subscription on the SCOSTEP-all mailing list, send e-mail to “scosteprequest@bc.edu”. 

PRESTO identifies predictability of the variable solar-terrestrial 
coupling performance metrics through modeling, measurements, 
and data analysis and to strengthen the communication between 
scientists and users
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The mission of PRESTO is to identify predictability of these variable solar-terrestrial coupling performance metrics through modeling, measurements, and data analysis and to strengthen the communication between scientists and users.  PRESTO has three Pillars. Pillar 1 covers the Sun, interplanetary space and geospace. Pillar 2 covers the space weather and the Earth’s atmosphere. Pillar 3 focuses on the solar activity and its influence on the climate of the Earth System. 
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SCOSTEP’s international program in 2020-2024
PRESTO: Predictability of the variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling 
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Here are chair, co-chair of PRESTO and co-leaders of the three pillars, who are all distinguished active scientists from all over the world. Under these three Pillars, several major scientific questions have been addressed and scientific working groups are working to challenge these scientific questions. 
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https://doi.org/10.1007/s11207-021-01797-2

Cycle 25 Predictions
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This is not the graph of COVID-19, but the sunspot number variations in recent 70 years. As you may know, solar activity has an 11-year cycle. Now we just passed the solar minimum in 2020 and the activity is rapidly increasing. This is the prediction of maximum sunspot number at the next cycle 25 by various different prediction schemes.  The current knowledge diverges the prediction from weak to very strong for the next solar maximum. We are trying to understand the processes to make more accurate predictions.  Anyway, the solar activity is increasing now, and we are starting to have its consequences on Earth. 



http://wdc.kugi.kyoto-u.ac.jp/dst_realtime/202202/index.html

Small geomagnetic storm on Feb.3-5, 2022
Expansion of the upper atmosphere 
Atmospheric drag increase.
 Up to 40 Starlink satellites of SpaceX is getting 
lost into the Earth’s atmosphere 
(https://www.spacex.com/updates/, Feb. 8, 2022)
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Associated with this solar activity increase, we started to have geomagnetic storms in the space around the Earth.  Two weeks ago, in February 3 to 5, a small geomagnetic storm happened, as shown in this storm Dst index. This geomagnetic storm causes expansion of the upper atmosphere, causing the atmospheric drag for satellites in near-earth orbit. As a consequence, up to 40 Starlink satellites is getting lost into the atmosphere.  This example indicates that short-time predictability is important for safe and stable use of space for human beings. 



Pomoell & Poedts (2018) https://doi.org/10.1051/swsc/2018020 

sun earth
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For the short-term predictability, various efforts has been made. This is one example of prediction of solar wind plasma to the earth, based on the EUHFORIA simulation.  The center is the sun, and the blue dot in the right is the Earth. The plasma clouds erupted from the sun hit the earth three times. The EUHFORIA simulation basically reproduce the observed solar wind speed enhancement at the location of the earth. 



Jing et al. (2021, DOI: 10.1175/JCLI-D-20-0743.1)
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Under the PRESTO program, study of long-term predictability is also going on.  This figure shows the difference of predicted atmospheric surface temperature by an NCAR model due to difference of solar spectral flux from a conventional model and from the actual observation by NASA’s TSIS-1 mission. The top panel is the Earth surface temperature from south pole, equator, and to north pole. The bottom panel is the difference of the temperature due to modeled and actual solar spectral flux. You can see the difference can reach 1 degree in Kelvin, indicating the importance of solar spectral measurement for prediction of the earth surface temperature and climate change.  



PRESTO Website at Boston College: https://scostep.org/

For subscription on the SCOSTEP-all mailing 
list: drop e-mail to “scosteprequest@bc.edu”. 
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To make progress of these short and long-term predictability, PRESTO program is going on.  This is the website of the PRESTO program under the SCOSTEP website. For further communication regarding the PRESTO program, you can join into the scostep-all mailing list by sending e-mail to scostep request at bc.edu. 



SCOSTEP/PRESTO Funding Opportunities

• SCOSTEP/PRESTO provides financial support for organizing 
international campaigns and meetings every year. 

• SCOSTEP also provides financial support for capacity building 
activities. 
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SCOSTEP/PRESTO provides financial support for organizing international campaigns and meetings every year. SCOSTEP also provides financial support for capacity building activities. 



7th SCOSTEP/PRESTO Online Seminar participants: 111
Title: Physics at the edge between Earth's atmosphere and space
Author: Dr. Franz-Josef Lübken (Leibniz-Institute of Atmospheric Physics, Germany)
Date and Time: May 21 (Fri), 2021, 12:00-13:00 UT

8th SCOSTEP/PRESTO Online Seminar participants: 157
Title: The Sun making history. The mechanism behind the varying amplitude of the solar cycle
Author: Prof. Dr. Kristof Petrovay (ELTE Eotvos Lorand University, Department of Astronomy, Hungary)
Date/time: June 8 (Tue), 2021, 13:00-14:00 UT

9th SCOSTEP/PRESTO Online Seminar participants: 118
Title: Space Weather in the Thermosphere-Ionosphere System - observations and Insights from the GOLD* 
Mission (*Global-scale Observations of the Limb and Disk) 
Author: Dr. Richard Eastes (Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado Boulder, USA)
Date/time: September 23, 2021 14:00-15:00 UT

10th SCOSTEP/PRESTO Online Seminar participants: 80
Title: Understanding and Modeling Solar Eruptions: Where Do We Stand?
Speaker: Dr. Tibor Török (Predictive Science Inc., USA)
Date/time: November 30, 2021 23:00-24:00 UT

11th SCOSTEP/PRESTO Online Seminar participants: 153
Title: Understanding and Modeling Solar Eruptions: Where Do We Stand?
Speaker: Dr. Cora Randall (University of Colorado, USA)
Date/time: February 10 (Thu), 2022, 14:00-15:00 UT 

SCOSTEP-PRESTO ONLINE SEMINAR SERIES
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SCOSTEP used to support more than 10 workshops and symposiums per year for its program.  However, because of the COVID-19, face-to-face meeting became difficult.  Therefore, the PRESTO program has started online seminar series since two years ago.  So far, we have organized 11 online seminars by distinguished scientists related to the PRESTO program 



SCOSTEP ONLINE CAPACITY BUILDING LECTURE SERIES

6th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture registration: 191, participation: 113
Topic: Aurora as a manifestation of electromagnetic waves in space
Speaker: Keisuke Hosokawa (University of Electro-Communications, Japan)
Date/time: June 28 (Mon), 2021, 10:30-12:00 UTC

7th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture registration: 157, participation: 47
Topic:  Energetic Electron Precipitation from the Radiation Belts: How plasma waves in space kill atmospheric ozone
Speaker: Craig Rodger (Dept. of Physics, University of Otago, New Zealand) 
Date/time: August 19 (Thu), 2021, 00:30-01:30 UTC

8th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture      registration: 202, participation: 88
Topic: Solar Magnetic Fields: Their Origin and Predictability
Speaker: Dibyendu Nandi (Indian Institute of Science Education and Research, Kolkata, India) 
Date/time: Sept. 14 (Tue), 2021, 10:30-11:30 UTC

9th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture registration: 173, participation: 38
Topic: Whole Heliosphere and Planetary Interactions (WHPI): Connecting Sun to solar wind to planets  during "quiet" 
times of the solar cycle
Speaker: Sarah Gibson (High Altitude Observatory at NCAR, Colorado, USA)
Date/time: October 21 (Thu), 2021, 00:30-01:30 UTC

10th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture registration: 147 participation: 33
Topic: F10.7 and solar spectral irradiance: drivers of ionosphere models 
Speaker: Samuel Schonfeld (Boston College, Massachusetts, USA) 
Date/time: November 16 (Tue), 2021, 01:00-02:00 UTC

11th SCOSTEP Online Capacity Building Lecture registration: 111 participation: 51
Topic: The energetics of sprites: New results from South Africa
Speaker: Michael Kosch (South African National Space Agency, South Africa) 
Date/time: January 27 (Thu), 2022, 11:00-12:00 UTC 
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SCOSTEP has also initiated online capacity building lecture series to provide high-level lectures to the students and early-carrier scientists all over the world.  So far, we have organized 11 lectures as shown here.  



SCOSTEP/PRESTO Newsletter vol.21-30
Every 3 months: Articles, Highlight of young scientists, Meeting reports, and Short news
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SCOSTEP/PRESTO program also distribute newsletters every 3 months which contains articles on latest PRESTO-related activities, highlight of young scientists, meeting reports and short news.  This newsletter is distributed through the scostep-all mailing list. 



15th Quadrennial Solar-Terrestrial Physics Symposium

S1 - Overarching Topics in the Sun-Earth Connection
S2 - PRESTO Pillar 1: Sun, Planetary Space, and Geospace
S3 - PRESTO Pillar 2: Space Weather and Earth’s Atmosphere
S4 - PRESTO Pillar 3: Solar Activity and its Influence On Climate
S5 - Space Weather Prediction and Implementation
S6 - Modelling, Database and Data Analysis Tools for Solar-Terrestrial Physics
S7 - New ground- and space-based initiatives for Solar-Terrestrial Physics
S8 - Special Session on “Geomagnetism-The Connecting Link between Sun and Earth”

~350 presentations 

https://stp15.in
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SCOSTEP has quadrennial solar-terrestrial physics symposium every 4 years.  The next one will be held next week with the host by India via online.  This symposium covers overarching science topics in the sun-earth connection, PRESTO topics, space weather prediction and its implementation, and so on.  If you are interested, please visit the conference site at stp15.in. 

https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/1
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/2
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/3
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/4
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/5
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/6
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/7
https://www.stp15.in/sessions/details/8


In 2021:
• The 44th Annual Scientific Seminar on Physics of Auroral Phenomena, 15-19 March 2021, 

Apatity, Russia 
• The first summer school on space research, technology and application in Bulgaria, 5-11 

July 2021, National Observatory Rozhen, Bulgaria 
• ISWI/SCOSTEP Iberian Space Weather School, July 21-25, 2021, University of Coimbra, 

Portugal

In 2022
• The 2nd summer school on Space research, technology and application, 3-10 July 2022, 

National Astronomical Observatory (NAO) – Rozhen, Bulgaria
• Sumer Space Weather School - Physics and use of tools, Houphouët Boigny University, 

Abidjan, October, 2022, Côte d’Ivoire
• Iberian Space Weather School, July 20-24, 2022, University of Alcala, Spain
• Describing and Analyzing Solar Data for a better prediction of Space Weather, TBD, 2021, 

Kigali, Rwanda

Capacity Building Schools 
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These are recent and planned capacity building activities supported by SCOSTEP. Last year, we have supported online event in Russia, Bulgaria, and Portugal. This year, we plan to support school events in Bulgaria, Cote d’Ivoire, Spain, and Rwanda.  



English French Czech German

Hindi Italic Japanese Urdu

SCOSTEP - Science Comic Books https://scostep.org/

Korean

Russian Spanish

Tamil
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As a capacity building activity, SCOSTEP also distributes science comic books that introduce topics of solar-terrestrial physics to the public, particularly to kids. These comic books were originally written by Hayanon with the Seibundo Shinkosha Publishing Co., Ltd with coordination by Prof. Yosuke Kamide in Japan, in collaboration with the SCOSTEP’s CAWSES program. Since then, they have been translated into English and French, and several are available in Czech, German, Hindi, Italian, Russian, Spanish, Tamil, and Urdu. This translation activity is still going on by volunteer scientists in several countries.  



Summary
• PRESTO is the current SCOSTEP scientific program to run during 

2020-2024 to understand Predictability of the variable Solar-
Terrestrial Coupling

• Scientists from all over the world participate in the PRESTO 
program to understand predictability of space weather and solar 
effect on climate. 

• Solar terrestrial science will reach as many developing countries as 
possible via SCOSTEP’s capacity building and outreach activities.

PRESTO: Predictability of the variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling
SCOSTEP:  Scientific Committee on Solar-Terrestrial Physics
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So in summary, PRESTO is the new SCOSTEP scientific program to run during 2020-2024 to understand Predictability of the variable Solar-Terrestrial Coupling. Scientists from all over the world will participate in the PRESTO program to understand predictability of space weather and solar effect on climate. Solar terrestrial science will reach as many developing countries as possible via SCOSTEP’s capacity building and outreach activities. Thank you very much. 
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